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Who is Dave Schroeder?
• Author of the Congruent Mage fantasy
series and the Xenotech Support science
fiction humor series
• Owner of Spiral Arm Press
• Book designer for Spiral Arm Press
• Active member of the Atlanta Radio
Theatre Company

SPIRAL ARM PRESS
Science Fiction & Fantasy Publishing

Overview
• Where to look for inspiration
• Parts of a book’s interior
• Physical dimensions & margins
• Fonts and font size
• Line length
• Line spacing or leading
• Chapter heading style
• Running heads and page numbers
• Indents and first paragraphs
• Typography: periods, quotes, dashes
• Fixing widows and orphans

Inspiration: Learn from the Best
Find high quality, professionally published books in your genre
and see how they handle…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body copy and other typefaces
Leading and paragraph indents
Running heads
Margins
Chapter titles
Introductory quotations
Illustrations
Frontmatter
Backmatter

Parts of a Book’s Interior
Frontmatter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other works
Half title
Frontispiece
Title page
Copyright page
Dedication
Epigraph
Table of Contents
List of Figures
List of Tables
Forward
Preface
Acknowledgements
Introduction
Prologue
Second Half Title

Body
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part Opening page
Chapter Opening page
Body Pages
Epilogue
Afterword
Conclusion

Backmatter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Postscript
Appendix or Addendum
Chronology
Notes
Glossary
Bibliography
List of Contributors
Index
Errata
Colophon
Invitation to connect

Physical Dimensions
Kindle Direct Publishing offers several standard trim sizes:

5 x 8 inches
5.06 x 7.81 inches
5.25 x 8 inches
5.5 x 8.5 inches
6 x 9 inches
6.14 x 9.21 inches
6.69 x 9.61 inches
7 x 10 inches
7.44 x 9.69 inches
7.5 x 9.25 inches
8 x 10 inches
8.5 x 11 inches

Because mass market paperbacks
are approximately 4 x 7 inches,
I recommend using the 5x8 trim
size whenever it fits your work.

Mass market and print-on-demand
paperbacks are produced using
different equipment, which is why
print-on-demand services don’t
typically offer 4x7 dimensions.

Margins
Leave at least 0.25 inches of margin around the outer edge
I use 0.5 inches
on the outside
and bottom
and 0.75 inches
at the top
to leave room
for running heads

Note:
Some software
uses gutter to refer
to space between
columns, not the
inside margin.

The inside margin or gutter will vary depending on
the number of pages in your finished manuscript.

How Many Pages in My Book?
That’s a great question. The answer is complicated and
depends on a number of factors:
It’s at least
• Word count
a two-step
• Book dimensions (trim size) and margins
process…
• Typeface and type size
• Chapter title style and number of chapters
• Leading (space between lines)
• Space between paragraphs
• Tracking (increased or decreased letter spacing)
• Illustrations
• Frontmatter and Backmatter
• Random elements, like space left at end of chapters

Page Count Examples
All my novels are 5x8 trim size using 0.125 inch paragraph indents
and Adobe Garamond Professional 11.5 point with 13.8 leading

Xenotech
Rising

Xenotech
Queen’s Gambit

Xenotech
What Happens

105,000 words

117,000 words

102,000 words

34 chapters

42 chapters

43 chapters

320
finished pages

390
finished pages

350
finished pages

0.625 inside margin

0.675 inside margin

0.625 inside margin

The top margins were uniformly set at 0.75 inches to provide room for
running heads and the bottom and outside margins were 0.5 inches.

x-height

Typeface Properties

xgl

Typefaces can take up
different amounts of space
vertically and horizontally.
Try different fonts to see
the effect a given font has
on the number of pages in
your finished interior.

Top Body Copy Typefaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garamond
Jenson
Caslon
Bembo
Electra
Minion Pro
Hoefler Text
Sabon
Century
Georgia

Many of these typefaces have
been in use for centuries and
have demonstrated their clarity
and readability.

Use serif faces for book
interiors, with san serif faces
reserved for chapter headings
and other special functions.
Note: Some typefaces take up more room
than others, increasing your page counts.

Font Size and Leading
TOO LITTLE LEADING
Cambria 12pt with 12pt leading

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent,
a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all
men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or
any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a
great battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that
field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that
nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we
can not hallow -- this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or
detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but
it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be
dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have
thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the
great task remaining before us -- that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of
devotion -- that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died
in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom -and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth.

Font Size and Leading
TOO MUCH LEADING
Cambria 10.5pt with 18pt leading
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation,
conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so

conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We
have come to dedicate a portion of that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave
their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate–we can not consecrate–we can not hallow–this
ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our
poor power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here,
but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to
the unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather
for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us–that from these honored
dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of
devotion–that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain–that this

nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom–and that government of the people, by
the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Font Size and Leading
JUST RIGHT
Cambria 11.5pt with 13.8pt leading
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a
new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men
are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any
nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great
battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field, as a
final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that nation might
live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we can
not hallow -- this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here,
have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or detract. The world will
little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what
they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the
unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced.
It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us -that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for
which they gave the last full measure of devotion -- that we here highly resolve
that these dead shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall
have a new birth of freedom -- and that government of the people, by the
people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Guidelines for Leading
Here are some basic guidelines for determining leading:
• The optimal line spacing for most text is between
120% and 145% of the font height.
• The longer the line length, the more leading you need.
• Smaller fonts need more leading so it’s easier to tell
where the next line starts.
Font Size

Low

High

10.0

12.0

14.5

11.0

13.2

16.0

11.5

13.8

16.7

12.0

14.4

17.4

Line Length
• Optimum line length depends on font size
• Too many words on a line decreases readability
• Narrower pages call for smaller fonts & vice versa
• Plan for line lengths of approximately 8-12 words
5x8 Book Garamond 11.5pt

6x9 Book Garamond 12pt

Chapter Styles and Running Heads
• Running heads help readers know where
they are and what they’re reading
• Often have title on right / author on left, but
this can vary based on specific requirements
• Should have page numbers in running heads
• Styles for the first page in each chapter can
vary widely, but should not have running
heads above them, just page numbers below
• No indent for first paragraph in a chapter

An Example from 1632

From the 2001 Mass Market Paperback Edition
Left Running Head

Right Running Head

Chapter Heading
with decorative font
and page number
at the bottom

No Indent for First Paragraph

Note Inside and Narrow Outside Margins

A More Artistic Example

From a 1997 edition of The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress
Left Running Head
using Italics

Right Running Head
using Small Caps

Chapter Name in Italics

Exaggerated Indent and Large
Capital for First Paragraph
Chapter Number
in Small Caps

Note Inside and Larger Outside Margins

Running Heads
Left

Right

Special

Typographical Nuances
Dashes Em Dashes, En Dashes, and Hyphens
Clauses are separated with em dashes:
Don’t Use Two Dashes—Use an Em Dash
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate--we can not
consecrate--we can not hallow--this ground.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate–we can not
consecrate–we can not hallow–this ground.
Note that there’s no space before and after em dashes.

Typographical Nuances
Hyphens
Hyphens connect things that are close together:
Three-quarters
Half-dead
Toll-free
En Dashes
En dashes connect things related by time or distance:
May–December romance
1942–1945 stage of the war
Pages 27–42

Typographical Nuances
Use Curly Quotes, not Straight Quotes
“Four score and seven years ago…”
“My, isn’t that ‘quaint’”
Use Prime Symbols for Foot and Inch Marks
Cut the board to 3′7″
She stood 5′2″ in her stocking feet
Use Apostrophes, not Open Quotes
Class of ’05
Back in the ’80s not
Prohibition was back in the ‘20s

Typographical Nuances
Don’t Underline—Italicize
“I loved reading Ready Player One!” not
“Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five is a real trip!”
Use an Ellipsis, not Three Periods
“Four score and seven years ago…” not
“A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away . . . ”
Always Use One Space at the End of a Sentence
That’s what I do. I drink and I know things. not
You ate how many? I don’t believe it.
Note: Software will usually handle the spacing automatically.

Widows and Orphans
Widow

Orphan

Widows and Orphans
Widow
Orphan
There’s
disagreement over
the exact definition
of widows and an
orphan, but
whatever they’re
called, good
typographic
practice strives to
eliminate them.

Advice for Copyfitting
I’ve found the following copyfitting advice helpful…
• Don’t start until all your text edits are complete
• Always work from front to back
• Use tracking to expand or contract text to remove
widows and orphans

• You may need to modify tracking on paragraphs
several up from your widows and orphans
• Always review to confirm you haven’t created new
widows and orphans when fixing others
• As a last resort, change the text itself

Kindle Books vs. Trade Paperbacks
Kindle Books are quite different from trade paperbacks…
• You can’t easily control the font or font size
• You don’t know where page breaks will occur
• You don’t know where line breaks or hyphenations
will occur

• Maps, charts, and illustrations will often be quite small
• You do have control of chapter breaks and tables
of contents
• You can include optional hyperlinks

